The definition of a length operator in quantum cosmology is usually influenced by a quantum theory for gravity considered. The semiclassical limit at the Planck age must meet the requirements implied in present observations. The features of a semiclassical wave-functional state are investigated, for which the modern measure(ment)s is consistent. The results of a length measurement at present times are compared with the same measurement operation at cosmological times. By this measure, it is possible to discriminate, within the same Planck-length expansion, the corrections to a Minkowski flat space possibly due to classicalization of quantum phenomena at the Planck time and those due to possible quantum-gravitational manifestations of present times. This analysis and the comparison with the previous literature can be framed as a test for the verification of the time at which anomalies at present related to the gravitational field, and, in particular, whether they are ascribed to the classicalization epoch. Indeed, it allows to discriminate not only within the possible quantum features of the quasi (Minkowski) flat spacetime, but also from (possibly Lorentz violating) phenomena detectable at high-energy astrophysical scales. The results of two different (coordinate) length measures have been compared both at cosmological time and as a perturbation element on flat Minkowski spacetime. The differences for the components of the corresponding classical(ized) metric tensor have been analyzed at different orders of expansions. The results of the expectation values of a length operator in the universe at the Planck time must be comparable with the same length measurements at present times, as far as the metric tensor is concerned. The comparison of the results of (straight) length measures in two different directions, in particular, can encode the pertinent information about the parameters defining the semiclassical wavefunctional for (semiclassicalized) gravitational field. 
Introduction
Quantum theories of gravity are usually implemented in cosmology for ages of the universe below the Planckian scale. Any quantum effect for the gravitational field must be predicted as negligible after that age; correspondingly, the classicalization of such effects has to be considered possible as far as such quantum-gravitational effects are involved in the interpretation of current features of the universe.
The understanding of the allowed description for the evolution of the metric tensor starting form the cosmological singularity and undergoing the story of the universe is influenced by the quantum features potentially acquired by the gravitational interaction at the appropriate time, i.e., at the very early instants ofter the formation of the universe.
The heat kernel k, k = k(x, x 0 ; s) for the diffusion process of a particle from x to x 0 (time t) within the gravitational field and back (time s) obeys the differential equation ∂ ∂s − ∆x k = 0 and is dimension-dependent only as k(x, x ; s) ∼ (4πs)
being d S the number of dimensions (and that of the spherical region considered).
In the Hamidew expansion, k ∼ 1 4πs 2 a 0 + a 1 s + a 2 s 2 + . . .
the a 1 term, proportional to the scalar curvature, vanishes only for fact vacuum solutions, while, in presence of matter, the contributions to a 1 are diverging. This is reflected also in the [4] Futamase-Berkin expansion,
for fixed t, there always fists s small enough for 1 to dominate, while, for fixed s, there can always fist a time t for the scalar-curvature term to dominate. This analysis notwithstanding, a notion of 'geodesic radius' in 1 + 1 quantum gravity has been discussed in [5] , and its scaling (evolution) in time has been controlled numerically.
Semiclassical (Pre-)Geometry
The models of quantum information can also be employed in the description of the evolution of the space degrees of freedom of an expanding universe, whose classicalization via decoherence is depicted in [6] , where the thermal history of the semiclassical universe is encoded in the appropriate Fock space as far as the space degrees of freedom o a deSitter universe is concerned. Within this framework, the vector degrees of freedom of the gravitational field and its scalar ones are analyzed in [7] as far as the definition of the fundamental (Planck mass M P ) scale is concerned.
Within this viewpoint, the statistical analysis of General Relativity (including Lorentz symmetry) leads to the evolution of states towards semiclassical states, whose semiclassical, low-energy limit corresponds to gravity condensate states, whose [8] lowest energy level corresponds to a description with j = 1/2.
Without referring to (the classicalization of) 'pregeometry', the classicalization epoch of a quantum geometry in presence of a scalar field has been investigated, which is in line with the definition of quasi-isotropization, classicalization of perturbations for scalar fields a the same universe age and cosmological setting.
Before the Planck age, the hypothesis of quantum features for the space geometry needs the modification of the phase space for General Relativity, whose cosmological limit is a modification of the metric tensor according to the so induced 'parameter of non-classicality'. The parameter of non-classicality k modifies the (FRW) scale factor by a momentum label, such that ∂ā 2 /∂k 2 = 0 in the classical limit [9] . The departure from classicality is therefore measured by (a suitable function of the momentum label) k at small k. The emergence of a cosmological definition for the metric tensor is motivated by the cosmology interpretation of the scalar field [10] . The presence of 'test quantum fields' therefore allows for the substitution of operators to their mean square value, and allows for the definition of semiclassical trajectories at the Planck age on a (quantum/perturbed) isotropic geometry corresponding to an FRW metric.
Length Operators
Starting from the Planck age, the classicalization of perturbations [11, 12] , | δ g must be consistent with the age and length scale at which QG effects are due. This is achieved by selecting the relevant contributions from the Hamiltonian. The corresponding quantum states encode information about the solution to the Einstein field equations and about the initial conditions and must be consistent with the age and length scale at which QG effects are due. This is achieved by selecting the relevant contributions from the Hamiltonian. The corresponding quantum states encode information about the solution to the Einstein field equations and about the initial conditions. The same information items must be encoded not only in expectation values of operators, but also in its expression when evaluated on quantum (matter) settings, such as a length operator for non-geodesic curves.
The same information items must be encoded not only in expectation values of operators, but also in its expression when evaluated on quantum (matter) settings, such as a length operator for non-geodesic curves
The results of measure operations must be independent of the definition of operators but consistent with the matter content of the theory.
Given the symmetries of the solution to the Einstein field equations, on which metric tensor the connections are defined, be ψ Γ,c a (cylindrical) function of the given group symmetry for the connections.
The most direct operation possible within this model is the calculation of the expectation value of the elementary length operator L for a wedge ω on a quantum state ψ Γ,c . Such length scales as
where the first-order expansion is obtained from numerical study [13] . Furthermore, given two curves, γ, γ 1 , the two operators measuring their lengths do not commute if the two curves intersect or almost intersect L γ ,L γ 1 = 0, t γ ∩ t γ 1 = 0, while they commute if the curves do not intersect t γ ∩ t γ 1 = 0.
The measure of geodesics does not differ form the implementation of this very same paradigm, for the information on the metric tensor naturally contained in the connections, just as in GR. The interest in this approach is the analysis of the (possible) quantum features of the spacetime.
For the measure of non-intersecting curves, above the Planck length, the state Ψ c can be compared to the 'heuristic' state-described in [14] , for which a discrete approximation at flat geometry leads to the expectation value for the metric tensor (upgraded operator)
with Λ > l Pl a characteristic length scale. For cosmological investigation, such a characteristic length scale is naturally identified as the Planck length. From a mathematical point of view, the passage from a discrete 1 + 1 Minkowski lattice to (more complicated) spacetime(s) is described in [15, 16] for higher dimensions; the different applications for singularities in General Relativity are analyzed in [17] .
Given a graph, with boundary conditions and definitions of assigned (positive) lengths, it can be turned in a 'quantum' graph by considering all the possible lengths attributed to a 'side' under the specified vertex condition [18] . The localization of a particle within a tetrahedron can be discussed both in Special Relativity and in General Relativity, where the assumption on its localization, i.e., wrt the eigenfunctions of the differential operators, changes as the structure of the phase space is different for different differential operators [19] . The probabilities for adding vertices to a quantum graph are evaluated numerically in [20] without taking into account the natural scale of the Planck time.
The solutions to the Einstein field equations are to be considered valid after the Plank age. At the Planck age, the General-Relativity configuration on which quantum effects can be considered as classicalizing perturbations can be chosen according to the features which are still observed at present times. In particular, any such solution has to be requested to be compatible with the definition of lengths (almost) everywhere.
Semiclassical States and Geometrical Analysis of the Gravity Quantum Background
The definition of a length operator for a quantum theory of gravity is not unique. The definition of (the wavefunctions for) states for polyhedra (from which the definition of a state on a wedge can follow) is regulated by the request that the coefficients in the wavefunction efficiently selects the (geometrical) features of the wedge [21] .
The selection methods of a given wedge allow compare how the construction of a wavefunction on a wedge is defined by the number of dimensions (of the polyhedron to which the wedge is defined) [22] . The (semiclassical) quantum-gravity effects emerge as depending on the vertex amplitude [23] rather on other aspects of polyhedra, for which the definition of elementary geometrical operators is allowed.
The area [24] operator has been proposed as well as for the exploration of a -preferably, also, large-(two-dimensional) subregion of the quantum spacetime [25] , with the aim to recover a physical description of the spacetime subregion within its semiclassical limit. Its expectation value has been demonstrated to be consistent also for a single-link state [26] wavefunctions. Within the semiclassical limit, for the single-link semiclassical state, there exists an entire family of deformations of such state, which are still the ground state of the Hamiltonian.
The interest in the study of a three-dimensional subregion of the quantum spacetime at the semiclassical limit has also been stated in [27] , where a small volume of the semiclassical spacetime has been proven to be investigated by one volume operator, while a broader volume has been depicted by a set of such volume operators. In [28] , the large-tetrahedron limit for the volume operator has been analyzed as consistent for the definition (by its derivative) of a momentum operator, whose quantum numbers also define the expectation value of the volume operator.
The definition of polyhedra [29] has been shown to be possible within a geometrical analysis, for which volumes and areas are consistent, as well as the definition of normal lengths; the definition of volumes and area operators is also proposed in [30] . All these objects and operators are invariant under the action of the diffeomorphism operator, as assured by construction.
Length (Pre-)Operators
As one fundamental object in General Relativity, connected with the possibility of a definition for a (n at least semiclassical) length operator can be recognized as (the square root of) the determinant of the metric tensor. The properties of this eigenvalues have been compared in [31] as well as its lattice discretization(s) and continuum (limit(s)) versions.
The continuum limit for a length operator has been discussed in [32] as the pertinently corresponding part descending from the determinant of the metric tensor. At a semiclassical level, a hierarchy for the relevance of intersections in the evaluation o lengths of two intersecting curves had been fixed: the length(s) measure can be a challenging test for the classicalizing stage of quantum theories of gravity. Indeed, it is different from the measurements of lengths in modern-times lab experiments performed on quasi-flat spacetimes, as it has to be implemented on strong-gravity regimes characterized by [33] the t −2 time-dependence in the expansion of the Ricci scalar.
The well-definedness of the scalar product in the Minkowski theorem within all these specifications has been checked in [34] .
Following the determinations of LGQ, the length operator can admit also other definitions, for its expression prepared for a (wave)function cylindrical with respect to a graph, i.e., wrt a segmented path, on which edges are specified. As explored in [35, 36] , (at least) two different strategies can be followed, for such a purpose. As a derivation of the volume operator, the action of a length operator on such a function is shown to depend on the function and to carry information about the (symmetry groups which define the metric tensor, and, therefore, the variables characteristic of this theory, which account for the) background geometry. The definition of the same operator from a quantization of (4) contains the same information about the (symmetries of the) metric tensor.
The problem of a quantum horizon for a metric is discussed in [37] , as well as the related area fluctuations; this issue, however, is not applied to the isotropic growth of the space volume for a metric tensor at the Planckian age in cosmology. The so-called 'degenerate' spectrum, that corresponds to lower-dimensional geometrical objects (such as edges and vertices) lying on the surface delimiting a volume has been computed according to up to a regularization in [38] . Including (a parameter proportional to the Planck length controlling semiclassical) fluctuations of the metric shows that the area of a surface delimiting a volume is not an eigenstate of the area operator any more [39] .
Classicalization Techniques
The definition of a length operator is therefore consistent within the characterization of gravity at the quantum scale. The number of dimensions naturally naturally characterizes the features of the gravitational interaction. The description of the quantum geometry is encoded within the definition of polyhedra, on which physical observables are defined [40] .
The definition of a length operator at the semiclassical level descends therefore from the analysis of the geometrical description of the quantum geometry; the pertinent wavefunctions are shaped according to the (mathematical) properties of the background geometries. More in particular, the length operator must not be implied by choice of the classical geometry on which quantum-gravitational geometries are constructed. The most probable semiclassical transition can be found by minimizing the generating potential of the scalar field responsible for the transition with respect to volume [41] . The general-relativity limit has therefore to be estimated according to the physical setting (i.e., time of the story of the Universe) at which the limit is considered.
From all the quantum theories of gravity which have been studied also in their cosmological version, the investigations in 'loopy' theories of gravity have long been focalized on length measurements, as the pertinent quantum states encode the symmetries of the metric tensor, while the 'generalized segments' whose lengths has to be measured must depend on the definition of a geodesics path as far as an 'observationally-motivated' approach is concerned. More in particular, the quantum states (or wavefunctions) present in the quantum description of gravity contain the information pertinent not (only) to the solution to the Einstein field equations, but to its symmetries. For this, the definition of 'generalized segments' is needed, as it is possible, within quantum theories of r gravity, to describe the measure of lengths expressed by geometrical entities which are not concerned with the notion of geodesics, whatever the solution to the Einstein field equations.
Geometry before the Planck Scale-Comparison with Pregeometry
The 'pregeometrical' description of spacetime, i.e., a description where no complete geometrical features for spacetime are available, because of the quantum scale, is motivated in [42] .
The concept of 'pregeometry' has been pointed out to consist of entities, which are not of a geometrical character, and to lead to the classical notion of spacetime geometry by the continuum limit of their relations [43] .
The pregeometric structure of spacetime, according to its present-time flat limit, has been described in [44] , where events are interpreted as responsible for the appearance of the geometrical features of spacetime.
A pregeometric theory for the big-bang has been formulated in [45] ,based on events represented by random graphs, whose creation and annihilation generates the geometrical features of spacetime.
The pregeometry of the (hot) big bang has been described in [46] , where all the possibilities for the gravitational interactions have been considered. The quantum fluctuations that characterize the transition from a pregeometrical gravitational field to a geometrical gravitational field have been reviewed in [47] , where an auxiliary (scalar) field is also introduced, accordingly.
A pregeometric metric quantum space has been proposed in [48] , where the quantum variable considered corresponds to the quantum phenomenon of the distance between two points; the resulting quantum space for the quantum states has features is common with a manifold. The quantum error (indeterminacy) corresponding to these measurements has been calculated in [49] .
Linearization Techniques for Planck-Age Anisotropies
The quasi-isotropization mechanisms acting on an isotropic cosmology are model independent [4] (i.e., independent of the particular scalar-field gravity coupling of the resulting toy-model [50] ) for the cold phase of any (also strongly) anisotropic Early Universe.
The linearization of homogeneous quasi-isotropic cosmological [51] models is consistent with perturbations of an FRW model, for which the contributions to the potential are (factly) second-order for the field equations, such that the potential term R stays unchanged also for a change (not always a rescaling) of the (group) structure constants for the symmetry group characterizing the space part of the metric tensor (solution to the Einstein field equations). After this analysis, one learns that, at a given time instant at (or immediately after) Planck age, the (realistic, quasi-isotropic) cosmological picture obtained from Bianchi cosmologies is also depicted by perturbations of an FRW universe also as far as the symmetries of the metric tensor are concerned, i.e., without changes nor for the curvature scalar or for its time expansion. As far as cosmological investigation is concerned, the corresponding cosmological evolution(s) is obviously different: following the (proper)-time evolution of the metric tensor, the determination of the time (age of the universe) at which possibly strong anisotropies are begun to be modified is needed.
This simplifying assumption partially reconciles the difficulties of the thermalization process [52] . The description of the appearance of spikes [53] within the oscillatory regime can be consistent, at each time, with a change (not always a rescaling) of the structure constants for the symmetry group characterizing the space part of the metric tensor. The description is not only consistent with the linearization technique, but also suited for the investigation of the behavior of QG length operators. As a different result, the expansion of the result of a length measure for a quantum gravity state is consistent not only for the symmetries of the metric tenor, but also for the role its dependence on such symmetries has in the series expansion.
The evolution of the metric tensor within the quantum phase of the universe can therefore be assumed therefore also different from the standard one, given that the conditions with respect to the Planck age be suitably determined according to the present observations: several mechanisms have been proposed, for which this condition can nevertheless be achieved.
In 'Quantum Reduced Gravity', the symmetry group describing the metric tensor is interpreted as three independent U(1) fields, which then undergo suitable gauge fixing [54] , and the connection variables internal ind-ices are therefore summed asÂ a = A aÎ . The pertinent cosmological toy-model at the Planck scale and briefly after can offer a simplification wrt LQC for the definition of length measures. The corresponding quantum-gravitational problem allows one to understand its Planck-scale modifications [55] at most as modifying the free-particle dynamics as from the modifications of the kinetic-energy term in the Lagrangian: far from the singularity-removal regions of 'loopy' cosmologies [56] , the picture can be at most that of a 'frozen' anisotropic model. This description of the qualifications of symmetries of the metric tensor below the Planck age is also consistent with the analysis of [57] , in which the states corresponding to more complicated symmetry groups decouple under the action of the Hamiltonian operator.
Differently, a slightly anisotropic solution is also possible by imposing small non-gravitational perturbations to an expanding (isotropic) FRW model, form an experimental point of view. Accordingly, the non-gravitational perturbations do not modify the gravitational potential at the proper order.
Furthermore, the perturbation for the isotropic model can be tailored such as to produce the same affects of different initial conditions for the Einstein filed equations of an anisotropic model.
Semiclassical Gravitational Functionals
Quantum gravity condensates are solutions to a second quantization field theories which reproduce the degrees of freedom of quantum gravity on a manifold, without being, nevertheless, the non-flat manifold not being nevertheless quantum spacetime. A homogenous description of spacetime and its non-homogenous version are of a quantum theories of discrete geometries which lead to large-scale observables [58] .
The expression of the degrees of freedom provided by quantum gravity condensates is also consistent with the description of spacetime as collective states of matter [59] . Classes of quantum-gravity condensates which give rise to well-defined macroscopic geometries are analyzed in [60] . Correction to the CMB for the corresponding semiclassical sate of the universe are calculated in [61] , where upper bounds on the energy scale of the inflationary process are posed.
The passage from quantum geometrodynamics to quantum theory on fixed background is viewed in [62] , where the suppression of quantum features of the modern universe is assured, and the (almost) linearity in the probabilities is discussed in [63] , by the phenomenon of decoherence. The corresponding General-relativity model without a fixed metric has been proposed in [64] . The role of quantum instabilities within the passage is further investigated in [65] . Dissipation for fluctuations and the pertinent noise are examined in [66] .
Semiclassical States from Quantum Cosmologies
The wavefunctions for semiclassical states of quantum theories of the spacetime, i.e., those possible to be described at the Planck length-scale, are different for quantum-gravity models and for quantum-cosmology models [67] . The possible choices for the initial conditions in quantum-gravitational models [68] and their relevance within the evolution of the quantum phase of the universe have been, in addition, compared [69] wrt the possibility to match the boundary conditions at the semiclassical phase transitions. In [70] , the complementary problem is analyzed without assuming the effects of the quantum features of spacetime as important as to modify the information contained in the metric tensor.
The generation of non-Gaussianities [71] can be included within this framework by taking into account the possibility of simplifying assumptions for the dynamics of the anisotropic universe.
The importance of the choice of the time scale (according to the Planck mass [72] ) with respect to the possible [23] importance of primordial gravitational radiation in the comparison of short-distance gravity (at present times) is outlined in [73] , where the two different cut-off's needed are outlined; in particular, the latter is expressed as a vacuum-fluctuation (quantum) effect.
A similar investigation guideline is not a priori modified for the features of classical(ized) gravity (emerging) after the Planck scale, as defined by the corresponding (possibly) isotropic universe volume [74] . Also within this perspective, the effects of primordial perturbations can overlap those remaining from the anisotropic cosmological model, in the sense that a minimal length, which defines the volume (age) under which the universe is not explorable, can modify the Friedmann equation suitably also for generating inflation [75] .
Semiclassical Wavefunctions
Among several phenomena possible in quantum cosmology [76] at the time of classicalization, non.vacuum solutions can be analyzed according to their properties of allowing for the description of space anisotropies whose features are still observable at present times. A model for a discrete perturbation spectrum is proposed in [77] : a self interaction between quantum states in standard quantum field theory should therefore correspond to interference-like phenomena in the semiclassical quantum-mechanical wavefunction of the universe.
A description for such states consists of [78] quantum-mechanical wavefunctions with spatially-bounded correlation functions; the corresponding inflationary model for an isotropic universe predicts space correlations logarithmically distant (with respect to the phase-space expansion). The same procedure does not apply to a quasi-isotropic model, for which [79] a coarse-graining (discretization) procedure is required for the analysis of the spacings of the space correlations. The conditions which do not modify the isotropic volume expansion of the universe are analyzed in [80] .
Classicalization at the Hubble Radius
The classicalizing effects of a scalar field within the framework [81] of a slow-roll regime for the inflaton field assure to integrate out spectator fields [82] , for ages shorter than the inflation age.
The present observational indistinguishibility of quantum fluctuations from classical ones is connected [83] with the assumed value of the spatial curvature of the universe models. The effects of inflation on the wavefunctional of the universe [84] can be studied by the minimal coupling of a volume element to gravity. The comparison of the loss of information after the classicalizing transition is also compared to quantum effects of the gravitational interaction. Differently, such quantum effects are calculated to be negligible [85] for the case of primordial fluctuations, according to their time definition with respect to the Hubble scale. The time of decoherence can be estimated according to the (density of) numbers of modes exceeding the Hubble radius, while the presence of inhomogeneities is shown to be linked more to the presence on initial quantum fluctuations rather than to the matter-system evolution interactions [86] .
Discrepancies between the quantum dispersion of the semiclassical universe and the present observations can be analyzed as descending [87] from the compensation between the decayment of the two-point correlation functions, which should compensate for the presence of tensor gravitational degrees of freedom at the quantum level. Such degrees of freedom can be also explained [84] to produce small fluctuation on the wave functional, which however do not produce anisotropies but only a decohered wavefunction, and [88] lead to the observed (almost flat) curvature of the universe. The quantum-mechanical fluctuations can also account for [89] short-wavelength degrees of freedom in the long-wavelength fluctuation analysis in the proper Hamiltonian description. Within the Hamiltonian description, the quantum-gravitationally-motivated effects on the gravitational wavefunction(al) can be calculated to have a spread in the spacing of the energy levels proportional to the (squared) frequencies [90] , i.e., ω 2 ∼ T
4/3
Planck /T 2/3 , and imposed a fully-covariant cut-off [91] .
Flat Present Quantum Gravity
The sole uncertainty principle for an almost flat (3 + 1-dimensional) spacetime has been related, in [92] , within its holographic description, with the information loss for the ratio of the different (angular) orientations of null trajectories, for which case the flat-spacetime limit allows for the comparison. This is consistent for the hypothesis of gravitational contribution(s) of the gravitational interaction to the correlation functions of macroscopic (gravitational) states [93] .
The possible detection of phenomena due to Planck scale quantum geometry effects is described in [94] , in which the difference between a (n also heuristic) modification of the metric tensor is calculated. The search for the difference with a fluctuating metric tensor is motivated by the need to neglect self-interaction for gravitons at experimental distances (i.e., those of apparati consisting of interferometers), for which a (resulting) effective quantum mechanics is consistent. The difference between the measure of length in a quantum-gravitational setting and in a quantum-gravity model is therefore the difference in the theoretical interpretation (and mathematical definition) of the eigenvalue corresponding to the square of a length (operator) and their eigenvalues [95] .
In [94] , the ideal possibility of preparing an interferometer experiment on newly-emerged (quasi) Minkowski flat space time is envisaged. The minimum angular uncertainty ∆Θ x i for the (newly-emerged geodesics corresponding to a photon) trajectory [96] (in the newly-emergent quasi Minkowski flat spacetime) is considered equivalent in all the coordinate directions for the interferometer arms of length L, ∆Θ, and limited as
and corresponds to the uncertainty due to the emergence of spacetime at the (Minkowski-time synchronization) beginning of the trajectory. Differently, on an emergent non-Minkowski spacetime, the angle (operator) can be specified according to different directions [97] ; the spectrum of such an operator therefore depends on the symmetries of the spacial part of the metric tensor. The uncertainty principle is applied for particle trajectories, i.e., within the wave-particle duality at the Planck scale, on this interpretative background in [98] ; on the newly-emerged spacetime, four-dimensional deformations of General Relativity, such as those described by [99] , can be applied, for which, while the action is still metric-independent, the first-order corrections do depend on the metric.
Here, for the experimental setting (The rest frame limit
allows for the definition of the square of the distance operator
), two different angular directions are separated by the distance eigenvalues for the direction eigenstates
(upon which normalization is due). According to the experimental setting, the distance operators are defined according to the (different) (macroscopic) positions of the detectors. The (resulting) uncertainty-principle contributions are therefore interpreted as holographic noise in theories of emergent gravity [100] .
The possible present-time deviation form classical gravity are explored by measuring the possible shear symmetry effects between orthogonal directions among all those selected in the interferometer apparatus for (orthonormal) macroscopic states (directions) [101] . The detection of a shear symmetry not only allows for the definition of a correlation function, but also for the discrimination between classical gravity (the almost-flat spacetime limit of General Relativity) and other non-commutative/relative-locality models.
The time derivative of the correlation function, necessarily of order c 2 t P , can also be estimated by further data analysis of the same experimental apparatus [102] . The time symmetry of the correlation functions allows one to discriminate between General relativity effects and cosmological signals. The correlation function Ξ = Lξ 0 needs therefore be normalized according to the length of the interferometer arm L, and so its time derivative |Ξ |= cξ 0 .
This description of quantum mechanics at interferometric scales is [103] therefore completed by the definition of a length operatorX
i.e., such that the commutator of two such operators must forcedly be a trigonometric function of the coordinates times a constant bringing the Planck length. The wavepacket description for the (position) states are a function of the group velocity and on the transverse wavenumber, according to the direction (beam-splitter reflection). Interaction with matter is described by the appearance of a transverse velocity (wavenumber). The phase-difference observable has a variance that depends on the position(s) of the states; the minimum of this variance corresponds to the standard deviation for the position observable, ∆X = 2Ll P , l P a length close to the minimum observable noise, the maximum wavenumber being inversely proportional to it, and L the interferometer length. The correlation function at a (beginning of the experiment) proper time is proportional to the total variance, while the auto-correlation function to its (time) evolution, The time domain for the correlation function also fixes its spectrum. The observed (statistical) noise is therefore to be connected with metric fluctuations, possibly produced at the Planck length; their behavior is dependent on frequency [104] .
Also in this case, the 'complementary' problem has been checked in [105] : the condition of the pre-inflationary phase can be resolved, as far as experimental observations are concerned, by imposing a suitable (Gaussian) distribution in the Kernel for the gravitational field, deriving from general assumptions [106] . The observational implications are probatorily proposed by substituting the Planck mass by (some) other unit: this allows for the comparison with the experimental implications of other quantum theories of gravity [107] .
Length Errors
The error in length measurements due to both quantum mechanical effects and relativistic ones for the components of the metric tensor is calculated in [108] as
A lower bound on the quantum mechanical contribution to the total error can be estimated to be local, and, in particular [109] [110] [111] , to depend on the inverse of the initial position x i of the measurement system, i.e.,
Quantum-gravitational models can allow an intuition of the Planck-scale description of the spacetime as a most general expansion of the white noise as as powers of the Planck length [112] , whose peculiarities can account for those a particular quantum-gravity model. Such a power spectrum of the frequency ϕ of the strain noise, according to its most general features for the detection of 'foamy' features of the spacetime, needs be
with a n numerical coefficients; inverse powers need not be included, as they are inconsistent with the theoretical classical limit L P → 0 [113] . The total uncertainty of an experimental measure having to depend on the sum of the uncertainty of the initial and final position, which cannot be smaller than the eigenvalue spacing (i.e., the Planck length) [114] .
Modifications about the errors in measuring lengths can be obtained by considering the quantum nature of extended bodies instead of their macroscopic ruler feature [115] . The gravitational nature of macroscopic clock(-system)s is taken into account in [116] , where they are commented to be expected not to exhibit quantum properties much above the Planck scale. The quantum nature of rulers of mass smaller than the Schwarzschild limit is expected [117] to be manifest at distances comparable to the Planck scale or less than one order of magnitude larger than it. The Planck-scale fluctuations (for vacuum) in measurement apparati [118] and the space range of the vacuum fluctuations in the apparati has been analyzed to be also possibly large, but subject to fine tuning.The physical passage form quantum foam to General Relativity is presented in [119] 6. Observational Tests
Hilbert space
The Hilbert space prepared for lattice gauge theory is analyzed in [120] . Here, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operator are evaluates in the flat spacetime limit and in the strong field regime; the vacuum state is proportional to the zero-value eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian operator, and the efficiency of the numerical methods is compared to the analytical ones.
The small-scale structure of a spacetime are reviewed in [121] ; the difficulties on the definition of areas and volumes within the quantum framework are analyzed in [122] .
The possible phenomenological effects of the existence of a pre-geometry are outlined in [123] ; the links between causality and discretized geometry [124] are discussed in [125] also as far as Lorentz violation is concerned.
Geodesic modifications to quantum dispersion relations
Any modification to the geodesics equation arising from non-commutative [99] gravity can also be applied to the Planckian setting. Pregeometry non-commutativity scenarios before the Planck time can be described as first-order h in the geodesics equation [126] . A Lorentz-violating pregeometry also can imply a modification at the same order.
After upgrading lengths to operators, for Lorentz-violating pregeometries, their expectation value is supposed to undergo parity description for states [127] containing information about the metric tensor Ψ Γ ; in the case such metric tensor is one allowing an evolution to a (n, also, perturbed) FRW classical(ized) metric, it can be demonstrated [128] that expectation values at first order in the Planck length are highly suppressed after the Planckian time, such that the considered states are those whose operators expectation-values are second order in the Planck scale.
The phenomenologically most modifying description, as far as Minkowskian spacetime is concerned, is that of [126] classicalizing non-massless gravity. For this, at Planckian scale, the dispersion relations depend on the dimension of the operator for which they are evaluated, [129] , and read k 2 = ω 2 (1 ± ((Mω)/(M 2 P )) N−4 ), M being the phenomenological parameter accounting for massive gravity, and N such dimension. After the Planckian scale, its expression for length measurements k L , as a (Taylor) expansion, is well-defined, i.e. also consistent with a phenomenological agreement, as it can be rewritten as
in the classical gravity case, where the dimension of the length operator L is therefore N = 1. The limit for the dispersion relations is therefore well-defined, and its effect is to modify the frequency ω according to the semiclassical limit ω L of the quantum-gravitational length operator for which it is evaluated at the Planck size.
The understanding of the effects of Lorentz-violating (pre-)geometrical settings, which can be described as classicalizing under the same (upper-bound) constraints for the evolution of semiclassical perturbed FRW states Ψ Γ , any such description will lead to the analysis of different [130] phenomenological tracking in the description of the background temperature fluctuation. The description of the need for experimental apparati and measure instruments needed for measurements of th leftovers of Lorentz-violating pregeometries on the parity-conservation of the classicalized pregeometry states detectable on cosmological-distance-scales experiments [131] has been outlined after both the theoretical possibility [132] and the phenomenology statistics [133] analysis has been performed.
Geometric Quantum Tests
The consequences of quantum spacetime granularity are described in [134] , as violations of the Lorentz symmetry and Planck-scale modified electrodynamics. The role payed by the Lorentz symmetry below the Planck scale and its 'quantum' effects at the Planck scale for the gravitational field are investigated in [135] . The phenomenological limits of the resulting macroscopic Einsteinian gravity are analyzed in [136] , while those in a uniform Newtonian field in [137] .
The need for a pre-geometric description of the spacetime, within its quantum formulation, i.e., below the Planck age, is discussed in [138] .
The possible violations of Lorentz symmetry are explained to effect the propagation of photons and of neutrinos at astrophysical scale [139] . Lorentz violations at the Planck length are shown to produce modifications in the dispersion relations, for which the interaction of high-energy particles at astrophysical scales can be expected to be different [140] , for which effective experimental uncertainty windows can be considered.
The (field theoretical) dimension of operators affected by Lorentz symmetry violations are analyzed according to the particle on which the effects are detectable at astrophysical scales [141, 142] .
The phenomenological possibility to further find such effects is hinted in [143] as far as CMB and gravitational waves are concerned.
The stages of the universe evolution according to this model found after the cosmological singularity time and before the inflation time can acquire new non-Gaussianities [144] . Treating matter perturbations and metric perturbations differently within this framework has been pointed out to lead to observable effects in the present CMB spectrum [145] . Perturbations of a Minkowski spacetime can be solved as resulting of two perturbed vacuum states, which are described by a characteristic amplitude. The characteristic amplitude, normalized at the present-day Hubble frequence [146] , is independent of frequencies for the deSitter case. The definition of the corresponding data is produced by the superposition of several effects of different origin, which have not been fully understood yet, but modelized according to the needed distributions.
Sky Pixellization
Distance-measurements analysis at astrophysical scales is also involved in the identification of the origin of possible General Relativity violating phenomena, for which the implications on the components of the metric tensor can be not only described, but also ascribed to different quantum-gravitational models.
The necessary ratio of the two length measures is also consistent with the analysis of the correlation function [147, 148] for the corresponding initial conditions at the given time to the most general investigation of the temperature fluctuations
where a l,m are the amplitudes, Φ l,m are the phases, Y l,m the spherical harmonics coefficients, where, for Bianchi geometries, the amplitudes are not stochastically generated [149, 150] , while the distribution of the phases can be generated according to different methods.
A discrimination with respect to the sampling of the astrophysical foreground for the CMB analysis in the definition of distances between Sky patches is therefore possible. In particular, the expected (superposed) error is understood to be consistent as in the expansion (14) also without the hypotheses of quantum-gravitational theories. The corresponding error(s) for the components of the metric tensor are therefore described as perturbations of General Relativity within the due observational uncertainty, with a n = a n ( ) from (12) in (14) . For a more precise setting, i.e., after the indication [152] for the need of more precise identifications of the components of the CMB experimental data [153] , the astrophysical foreground patterns have been outlined [154] [155] [156] and removed [157] for fulfilling the attempts to theoretically recognize [158] and distinguish a (possible) gravitational origin [159] for the components of the harmonic decomposition of the Sky pixellization patches [160] [161] [162] .
The differences of the temperatures samples can indeed be analyzed with the aim to investigate the implications of classicalization of perturbations as quantum-gravitational contributions at the Planck epoch. To do so, the Sky temperature patterns have to be reconducted to the proper cosmological analysis interpretation by the [151] right choice of the direction axes needed by different Bianchi models. The analysis of small perturbations to the isotropic growth of an FRW universe is therefore reconducted to the analysis of a some Bianchi configuration with given initial condition for the Einstein field equations. The topology for (selected) Bianchi universes has been investigated in [163] .
Non-Gaussianities are expected to be outlined within [164] the astrophysics (i.e. astronomic-techniques-based) harmonics decomposition [165] ; within this framework, the different origin of the phenomena can be distinguished according to the tracking of the metric tensor.
As an example, the astrophysical foreground [168] has been analyzed to be consistent with a mode decomposition comparable with the analysis of the Sky patches [169] [170] .
Because the requested small perturbations do not modify the gravitational potential, it is not possible, within this experimental point of view [166] , to discriminate between gravitational perturbations and non-gravitational ones [167] . As such phenomena are supposed to have happened at the Planck age within a semiclassical regime, the assumption of quantum-gravitational phenomena is therefore allowed.
Length Observations from Quantum Cosmology
Modification for General Relativity can be measured today according to two different origins, i.e., either they are encoded in the metric tensor as the solution to Einstein field equations, or they are quantum modifications of the Minkowski spacetime. Any (observed) modification of the isotropy of the Universe must therefore be described as non-second-order measured length ratios
for segments of length γ x a < Λ evaluated along two of the three space directions γ x a < Λ evaluated along two of the three space (coordinate) directions x a , x b = x, y, z in the time interval t 2 − t 1 , with ± ~1 in the case both curves are evaluated on the Planck length. The request ± ~1 englobes the normalization with respect to the lengthL(γ x b (t 2 − t 1 )) in the series expansion at the Planck length. More in particular, it is supposed also to factor out any proper time dependence of the length measure.
Because the expectation values are non-vanishing, a semiclassical state Ψ Γ,c contains information on the metric tensor; because of the non-trivial ratios observed, a semiclassical state is characterized by the initial conditions for the Einstein field equations which imply a specific space three-geometry.
Hamiltonian Limit
In particular, any dependence on quantum-gravity effects f i in (17) of semiclassical states must be such that the quantities f i ( x; β) become
where the normalization | x | is performed with respect to the metric tensor. This is such that the modification of the time evolution (given by the Hamiltonian constraint), which also modifies the composition of the diffeomorphism constraint (under which General-Relativity lengths must be invariant) has the semiclassical contribution of implying differences in the choice of space directions, whose (semi-)classical limit has been achieved at least logarithmically, independently of the number of spacetime dimensions, as implied for the heat-kernel expansion, and has therefore classicalized.
The choice of the limit in (18) allows one to concile any fine-tuning requested (or imposable) on the prefactor in (17) with the Hamiltonian formulation of (5).
Differently understood, this analysis also renders explicit the need that any such definition be of gravity origin, i.e., related to the metric tensor, and not related to other (external) phenomena.
From a quantum point of view, the case of perturbations to the 'heuristic flat' Minkowski spacetime, the correction limit (18) can therefore consist (also) as the contribution O l Pl Λ in (6), as (18) has the correct corresponding Hamiltonian (formulation) limit.
Comparison and Discussion
So far, it is possible to conclude that any anisotropy feature of the metric tensor calculated as from the ratio between lengths in two different (coordinate) directions should be distinguished, between the experimental error, from the same comparison applied to the investigation of quantum-gravitational (spinfoamy) effects (11) exhibited by (quasi) Minkowsky flat spacetimeX(t)/Ŷ(t),
i.e., where the synchronization of measurements is performed according to Special Relativity, for which the difference in definition is of gravitational origin, i.e., according to the (non-Minkowski) metric tensor used for (17) . This discrimination can be applied also for the (normalized) background temperature fluctuations in (16) by comparing the temperature differences according to the requested (Sky) patches (pixellization).
According to the different patches, i.e., by naming (the center of) each patch according the radial coordinates θ α , φ α and so on, the ratio (17) defines, up to a normalization in observational distance X,
as functions of the F's, i.e., the (correspondingly-normalized) differences in (16) , with a numerical factor with the dimensions of [length] . This procedure explains that, after any further finetuning for the parameter in (17) , according to the non-isotropic features modifying the standard cosmological thermal history of the universe, the modification term in (17) must be molded according to the present measured values. This is consistent with the requirements that the harmonics coefficients in the harmonic expansion (16) encode the features of the metric tensor.
Interestingly, the possibility of non-gravitational perturbations acting on a homogenous universe is by this experimental proposal allowed by the corresponding theoretical analysis. Furthermore, at quantum ages, even an empty universe is supposed to exhibit quantum properties (at least also from a thought experiment). Nevertheless, this possibility has to be ruled out, as it does not comprehend the presence of matter.
In a cosmological setting, the expansion (17) is understood as normalized to the Plank length only if one coordinate direction, b, is integrated over a segment of the space volume growth of the universe e, whose length is proportional to the Planck Length. In this case, the prefactors is further factorized as ≡ ε 1 (t)ε 2 /ε 3 (L P ), where ε 3 (L P ) L P , and ε 2 a numerical factor, whose dimensional analysis must agree with the normalization of the cylindrical functions. Furthermore, the ε 2 prefactor should also depend on the other (coordinate) direction, such that the coordinate directions are understood as the physical degrees of freedom of the system, and are understood as defining the metric tensor.
The expansion (17) therefore compares with (14) only in the weak-filed limit, i.e., only on those cases for which (17) corresponds to the Taylor expansion with respect to the Planck Length L P , in which it can be continued at higher orders. Its Hamiltonian formulation is correct, and should match a considered pregeometry by being imposed the appropriate (boundary) conditions.
Discussion
According to the analysis in the above, it is possible to find in a length measured at present times a possible witness for deviations from a perturbed FRW metric as a modification for the corresponding metric tensor.
According to the most general paradigm, such deviations must be found within the experimental error, for which the uncertainty in not second order. More in particular, a measured length L for a (coordinate) length L coord form (4) should correspond to
where any fluctuation related with an emerging Minkowski spacetime is related to (7), and any further non-Minkowski contribution is encoded as a function of the metric tensor g from (18), as from the anisotropic-metric correction (17) (as focused in [99] ). The comparison with (14) results as (17) by looking for the contributions of (17) in (7). Applying the analysis of (14) to the contribution of (17), the found contribution consists, at this limit, as a numerical contribution to the first-order terms in (14) , and does not consist of a fine-tuning.
Comparison of Modifications
In the present sections, the modifications to the length of geodesics in the case of quantum effects from the Minkowskian scheme and those due to anisotropies of early-cosmological origin are compared.
In particular, it is possible to establish the differences both in the theoretical schematization and in the experimental analysis for the components of the metric tensor g 0i and g ij .
In the case of emerging flat Minkowski spacetime, the contribution to different length measures can be ascribed to a non-vanishing values of the components g 0i of the metric tensor, i = 1, 2, 3, modifying the Minkowski metric in the line element. In particular, it is sufficient for the experimental difference to be noticed only one (opportune) value i, the other j and k such that g 0j = g 0k = 0, the difference arising being nevertheless of one order in c smaller. This modification of can be therefore compared with those of the kind in (13) , which are not due to the angular indeterminacy if the length measure, but comparable at the same O(1/c) order or smaller; indeed, in the case of further parametrization, i.e., such as g 0i E g 0i , further fine-tunings are possible to shift the order of the correction, i.e., such that, with
This also compares possible foamy features of the spacetime, where any foamy feature results as 'internal' (geometric) degree of freedom, which can be sampled at the pertinent c order.
Modifications to an isotropic FRW model due to anisotropies are described by a symmetry with g ij = 0 for some i = j. In this case, the inhomogeneities can be interpreted as due to the presence of (microscopic) matter, and for which the small order of the contribution is due to the (small) mass of the matter present.
In the inhomogeneous case, such modifications are evaluated as 'matter presence' without modifying the Ricci scalar, such that the corresponding analysis is the same as that for the line element emerging modified Minkowski gravity in the above.
Classicalized solutions
At Planckian times, a modification to the general cosmological solution can be considered for the calculation of the line element, such that the contributions originating after modifications to the scale factors are majorized, at second order, by 1/l P . A modification of the geodesics lengths measuring coordinate intervals observed at (semi)-classicalization Planckian time can be compared, in the most evident modification, to a running feature of the gravitational constant G, such that
for the analysis at/after Planckian times.
The corrections consistent with the case of a quantum-gravitational correction of the gravitational constant due to two masses are described by a modification term quadratic in distances [171, 172] , for which G = r 2 .
A different choice majorizes this result, i.e.
, and, in particular,
with C a constant with the dimension of [length]; such an approximation therefore generalizes for quantum cosmological times the present asymptotically Minkowskian case. If the corresponding Einstein equations are not solved by taking into account the corresponding modifications as due to a scalar field, and that by letting it (also, semi-)classicalize, the corresponding implications for anisotropy in the ratio of the two length measures is therefore majorized by the Planck length, such that the non-second-order correction in (17) results as ( f b − f a ) ≤ l P . The modification to the components of the metric tensor (12) are therefore to be sampled out from the analysis of the astrophysical foreground. Such corrections are therefore expected to be as δg µν ≡ δg µν (a 2 ( ), ) < l P .
Differently from the previous cases, in the case of a modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action, the strongest effect due to the background temperature differences evidenced at early-cosmological times being depicted by, i.e., in the case of a Lagrangian density containing quadratic terms in the curvature scalar [173] , such as
16πG qR 2 ), q dimensionless, the difference arising for (18) is of second order in (1/c), and consistent with quantum-gravitational modification on General Relativity [174] . In this case, the corresponding parameter in 20 is expressed as ≡ (q 2 ) (with respect to Special Relativity distances measurings or the definition of the Sky patches pixellization [175] ). For the same reason, an estimate of q is therefore taken as letting Relativity be an opportune model for Sky observations data analysis at least for the Solar System, for which q << 1/(r ss /r ) (with r ss 10 11 Km the radius of the Solar System, and r the radius of the Sun r 10 5 Km.
Concluding Remarks
Several proposals have been formulated for the description of the possible quantum properties assumed by the gravitational interaction at length scales below the Planckian scale. The corresponding motivations nevertheless must differentiate on the basis of whether the (observed) effects are described for cosmological models or on (thought) lab experiments. Indeed, the behavior of the gravitational interaction is different at regimes, according to the (pertinent expansion of the) Ricci scalar at the proper considered distances.
The gravitational interaction can be hypothesized to have underwent a quantum phase at cosmological ages below the Planck age.
The analysis of the classicalization of quantum-gravitational effects after the Planck age has to be modelized according to the possible experimental verifications of the presently-evolved models. The analyzed paradigms should allow to look for the observable effects at the right order (in the expansion with respect to the proper length units).
The classicalized quantum effects here analyzed are assumed to be produced in their present aspect at the classicalization epoch. Such perturbations to a isotropic model fit all the requirements for perturbations to an FRW description. Such scheme does not specify whether the perturbations are gravitational or due to matter fields, the isotropic evolution of an FRW model with isotropically-distributed matter not being distinguished in this case.
Nevertheless, the presence of matter has to be taken into account in any realistic description of the matter distribution of the Universe.
The definition of the dependence of the result of length operators imposes the semiclassical wavefunctional to be well.posed with respect to the canonical Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity, for which the limit to Special Relativity is well-defined with respect to any quantum-gravity effect, i.e., after the request that any quantum effect on length measures be diffeomorphism invariant. The invariance under diffeomorphisms of the pre-geometry for General Relativity has been discussed in [176] [177] [178] [179] .
The analysis of the effects of the possible classicalization of quantum properties of the gravitational field has therefore been performed with respect to its implication on the evolution of the metric tensor after the Planck age, i.e., on the anisotropy directions individuated at the Planck scale, on which no possible modification paradigm has acted thereafter. The obtainment of this configuration for the metric tensor is compatible with a simplification of the standard cosmological model, for which strong anisotropies do not constitute a characterizing feature, an isotropization mechanism being needed. The same individuation of preferred directions is also compatible with small perturbations (of any nature) to an FRW model containing homogenous matter. All the possibilities have been outlined to be equivalent, as far as the observation of the present sky patterns depicts the empty universe.
Geodesic lengths are needed for the establishment of length (measures). The (natural) existence of preferred direction, i.e., the qualification of (three) preferred (coordinate) axes requires the assumption of the existence of solutions for the Einstein field equations, which are determined by the presence of matter even in /causing the strong field regime.
The analysis of the heat kernel for the gravitational field, which reproduces, at the given approximation (length expansion), parametrized geodesics, reveals the contribution of the curvature scalar, which is independent of the number of (space) dimensions adopted.
The presence of quantum effects for the gravitational interaction can be outlined, accordingly, by the presence of non-trivial killing vectors in an empty 1 + 1 dimensional spacetime, for which the description of geodesics stays unchanged, as outlined by the heat-kernel expansion.
The very same result follows from the description in a dimensionally-reduced model, in which the necessary number of dimensions is 1 + 1 n , 0 ≤ n ≤ 1 [180] , the structure of the corresponding killing vectors not being compatible with the presence of matter in a spherically-symmetric 1 + 1 model [181] ; it can be framed within the more comprehensive description of the difficulties to reconstruct a classical four-dimensional universe from its spectral (dimensionally-reduced) analysis [2] , for which deformations of General Relativity can be allowed.
Event though the possibility of quantum-gravitational effects at the classicalization epoch is compatible with the evolution of the metric tensor and therefore with the different temperature patterns observed, for which also the previous (classically needed) evolution of the metric tensor at quantum times is included, its results are not automatic.
A compatible prescription on the evolution of the so-happening celestial objects is therefore obtained. The actual distribution of such objects is nevertheless described by the presence of matter at the Planck age according to the evolution of the metric tensor. Its description does not enter the definition of such quantum-gravity effects. More in particular, such a description is compatible with the initial conditions for the Einstein field equations, and can therefore be analyzed according to the effects that such initial conditions have on the correlation function for a classicalizing universe.
In the present work, the features of the results of length measures have been outlined (17) , such that a possibility to distinguish between the times at which modifications to the spherically-symmetric FRW model have been activated, i.e., whether those effects are still detectable at present-time experiments and distinguished from the possible (also foamy) modifications to the quasi (Minkowski) flat spacetime. Such terms modifying the FRW metric tensor should be detectable as the parameters describing them should have stayed unchanged since the classicalization epoch, in which any quantum features of the gravitational interaction in vacuum should have stabilized on transPlanckian distances. This is compatible with the limit of the semiclassical wavefunctional with respect to a Hamiltonian formulation (18) . This is achieved by requesting that the ratio between two lengths in two different coordinate directions at the same proper time at the Planck age be factorized with respect to the time dependence in the Hamiltonian canonical formulation of General Relativity (11) .
This most general description has been compared to the possibility to detect quantum-gravity phenomena due to the possibly intrinsic features of the gravitational interaction at present days, i.e., such that any diffeomorphism invariance is respected.
Such features of the metric tensor can also be compared with the present look of the Sky [167] , i.e., a conceptual interest can be focused on the difference in temperatures (16) in the sky pixellization with respect to the components of the metric tensor.
The paper has been organized as follows. The delineation of the features of the gravitational field at within the quantum phase of the universe, i.e., the heat kernel for the gravitational field, are exposed in Section 2.
The definitions of length operators effective both in the strong-field regime of gravity and in the quantum phases of gravity are analyzed in Section 3.
The quantum-gravitational models that allow for a classicalization transition are reviewed in Section 4.
The experimental evidences needed to infer quantum properties of quasi (Minkowski) flat spacetimes at present times are described in Section 5.
The theoretical schemes that allow to look for evidence of weak anisotropies at the Planckian stages of the universe, such as the modelization of the analysis of the CMB radiation temperature fluctuations, are recalled in Section 6. The comparison of different length measurements aimed at detecting classicalized quantum degrees of freedom is proposed in Section 7, and compared with the previous analyses in Section 8. In particular, the experimental description is related to the modifications to the components of the metric tensor.
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